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QUANTUM LOGICS WITH LATTICE STATE SPACES

JIRÍ BINDER AND MIRKO NAVARA

ABSTRACT. Let L be a quantum logic and let S(L) denote the set of all

states on L. (By a state we mean a nonnegative bounded cr-additive mea-

sure, not necessarily normalized.) We ask whether every logic whose state

space is a lattice has to be Boolean. We prove that this is so for finite logics

and "projection logics." On the other hand, we show that there exist even

concrete non-Boolean logics with a lattice state space (in fact, we prove that

every countable concrete logic can be enlarged to a logic with a lattice state

space). In the appendix we shortly consider the lattice properties of the set of

observables and correct the paper [10].

1. Introduction and preliminaries. In axiomatic quantum mechanics (see

[3, 8]), the "event structure" of a physical system is modelled by a cr-orthomodular

partially ordered set (usually called a quantum logic). The states of the system

then may be assumed to correspond to nonnegative bounded cr-additive measures

on L, called "states" on L. Let us denote by S(L) the set of all states on L. If

L is a Boolean cr-algebra, which is the case of an experiment subject to "classical

mechanics," then S(L) is a lattice. In this paper we speculate whether this property

of S(L) characterizes exactly "classical experiments." We find an axiomatic setup

of the problem and obtain the results indicated in the abstract.

Let us first review basic notions as we shall use them in the sequel.

DEFINITION 1. A (quantum) logic is a set L equipped with a partial ordering

< and a unary operation ', such that the following conditions are satisfied (the

symbols A, V stand for the lattice operations induced by <):

(1)0,16L,
(2) o < b => tf < a' for any a, b G L,

(3) (a1)' = a for any a G L,

(4) if an (n G N) is a countable subset of L such that an < a'm whenever n^ m,

then VngN an exists in L, and

(5) if a, b G L and a < b then b = a V (b A a').

Obviously, a logic need not be distributive and need not be a lattice. Most

frequently used examples of logics are Boolean er-algebras and lattices of projections

in a von Neumann algebra.

DEFINITION 2. A state on a logic L is a nonnegative bounded mapping s: L —> R

such that

(1) s(0) = 0, and

(2) whenever an (n € A) is a sequence in L such that an < a'm for n/ m, then

S(.Vn€Nan) = 2Zn€NS(an)-
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Let us denote by S(L) the set of all states on L. If we order S(L) "pointwise"

(and assume that S(L) ^ 0, of course), we obtain a partially ordered set with a

least element. We shall always view S(L) this way. Observe that S(L) is closed

under the formation of sums and nonnegative multiples.

In what follows, we shall be mainly concerned with the lattice properties of S(L).

Notice that S(L) is a lattice once each pair s,t G S(L) has the least upper bound

in S(L). Indeed, a simple verification gives that if s V t is the least upper bound

for s,t in S(L), then s + í-(sVí) is the greatest lower bound for s,t in S(L).

2. Results.    The departure point of our consideration is the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.   If L is a Boolean o-algebra, then S(L) is a lattice.

PROOF. Suppose that we are given two states s,t G S(L). We claim that the

mapping r : L —► R, defined by the formula r(a) = supbeL[s(b Aa) + t(b' A a)], is

the least upper bound for s,t in S(L). To show this, let us first verify that r is a

state. Clearly r(0) = 0, and a routine calculation gives that r is additive. Suppose

now that an (n € A) is a sequence of mutually orthogonal elements in L. Suppose

that we are given an e > 0. Then there exists k G N such that Yln>k s(an) < £

and ^2n>k t(an) < e. Making use of the additivity for r, we obtain

f I  V an j = sup   s I b A \J 0„ J +1 I b' A \J an \
\n€N       J b€L  I    V        n€N       J \ n€N       J.

= sup ¿J [s(b A On) + t(b' A On)] < ¿2 r(an)
beLn€N nSN

<    ^2   r(an) + Y2[s(an) + t(an)} < r i  \/ an

n<k — l n>k \n€N       /

+ 2e.

Since the latter inequality is fulfilled for an arbitrary e > 0, we have shown that r

is cr-additive. Therefore r G S(L) and the proof is complete.

A natural question is whether a logic with a lattice state space must be Boolean.

We first examine finite logics. Obviously, the problem degenerates if S(L) is very

"poor" (which, unfortunately, may actually happen; see [2, 5]). Following the usual

terminology (see [3]), let us call a logic L quite full if for any a,b G L such that

b ^ a there exists a state s G S(L) with s(a) = 0 and s(b) = 1. We now have the

following result.

THEOREM 2. Let L be a finite quite full logic. Then S(L) is a lattice if and

only if L is a Boolean algebra.

PROOF. Suppose that L is a finite quite full logic and suppose that S(L) is

a lattice. We are going to show that L is Boolean. Since L is finite, it suffices

to prove the following property of L: If o, b are atoms in L then either a = 6 or

a < b'. Suppose to the contrary that there are atoms a,b G L fulfilling neither

of the latter two conditions. Since L is quite full, there exist states s,t G S(L)

such that s(b) = t(b') = 0, s(a) — t(a) = 1. Suppose that u is the least upper

bound for s and t in S(L). The state s + t is an upper bound for s and t and

therefore u(x) < s(x) + t(x) for all x G L. For any c G L\{0,a} we have c £ a

and hence we can find a state sc G S(L) such that sc(a) = 0 and sc(c) > t(c). Put
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v = s + ¿~2C£L\ir) a\ sc. Then v is an upper bound for s and t. Moreover, we have

s < u < v and v(a) — s(a). This implies u(a) = s(a). Finally, we obtain

u(l) = u(a) + u(a') = s(a) + u(a') < s(a) + t(a) + u(a')

< s(a) + s(a') + t(a) + t(a') = s(l) + i(l) = s(b') + t(b)

<u(b') + u(b) =u(l).

This is a contradiction. Therefore every two distinct atoms a,b G L satisfy a < b'

and the proof is complete.

Let us now examine the logic P(A) of all projections in a von Neumann algebra

A.

THEOREM 3. Let A be a von Neumann algebra without a type 12 direct summand

acting on a separable Hilbert space. Let L = P(A) be the logic of all projections in

A.  Then P(A) is a Boolean o-algebra if and only if S(L) is a lattice.

PROOF. We have to show that if S(L) is a lattice, then A is commutative. Using

the results of [1, 9], s is a state on the logic P(A) if and only if s is a restriction of a

(unique) normal positive functional on A. Since each normal hermitian functional

f on A possesses a Jordan decomposition f = f+ — f~ into positive parts, it follows

that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set S(L) — S(L) of all signed

measures on L and the set Nh of all normal hermitian functionals on A. Clearly, this

correspondence preserves the linear and order structure. If S(L) is a lattice then so

is Nn. Since the Jordan decomposition fulfils the equality ||/|| = ||/+|| + ||/_||, the

set Nn is a normed lattice. Consequently, the dual of A^ (which is the real linear

space Ah of all hermitian operators in A) is a lattice. This property is satisfied

only when A is commutative [4]. The proof is complete.

A question now arises whether each quite full logic with a lattice state space

must be Boolean. We shall answer this question in the negative. We shall show in

fact that counterexamples can be constructed even in the class of set-representable

logics. We call these logics concrete (see also [3, 6]). Let us recall that a concrete

logic is a pair L — (A, C), where A is a nonempty set and C is a collection of subsets

of A subject to the following conditions:

(1)0€C,
(2) if M G C then A \ M G C, and
(3) if Mn (n S A) is a mutually disjoint sequence in C then (jneN Mn e C.

Obviously, each concrete logic is a (quite full) logic. A concrete logic may have

many intrinsically equivalent representations. We say that a (concrete) logic (Y, D)

is a representation of a logic (A, C) if there is a one-to-one mapping /: C —► D such

that

(a) /(0) = 0,
(b) f(X\A) = Y\ f(A) for each A G C, and
(c) / (UneJV An) = UnGJV f(An) for each mutually disjoint sequence An (n G N)

in C.

Obviously, if (Y, D) is a representation of (A, C) then S(D), S(C) are equivalent

as partially ordered sets.

We are going to show that there are concrete logics with a lattice state space

and which are in a sense arbitrarily far from Boolean algebras. We shall need the
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following auxiliary notion. Let (A, C), (A, D) be concrete logics. We say that (A, D)

is an enlargement of (A, C) if the following two conditions hold:

(i) CcD,
(ii) if A, B G C then the set A fl B belongs to both C, D or to neither of them.

Our final result says that in many cases a concrete logic can be enlarged to a

concrete logic with a lattice state space. Since every enlargement of a non-Boolean

logic cannot be Boolean (because, of course, a concrete logic (A, D) is Boolean if

and only if A n B G D for each couple A,B G D), we can thus generate various

examples of non-Boolean logics with lattice state spaces. We shall need the following

construction:

THEOREM 4. Suppose that (X,C) is a concrete logic with the domain set X

countable. Then (A, C) possesses a representation (Y, £) with the following property:

We can find an enlargement (Y,D) of(Y,£) and two o-algebras (Y, A), (Y,B) of

subsets of Y such that A C D C B and such that each state on (Y, A) has a unique

extension to a state on (Y, B).

PROOF. Let U be a set of the first uncountable cardinality. Due to Solovay

[7], each finite tr-additive measure on the tr-algebra expi/ of all subsets of U is

carried by a countable set. Put Y = U x A and let (Y, £) be the representation

of (A, C) given by the mapping A —> U x A. Let D consist of all sets M C Y

fulfilling the following property: The set T(M) of all u G U such that the set

{x G X: (u,x) G M} does not belong to C is at most countable.

First, we shall show that (Y,D) is a concrete logic. Obviously, 0 G D. Since

T(Y \M) = T(M), the relation M G D implies Y \M G D. Suppose that Mn (n G

N) is a sequence of mutually disjoint sets in D. Then T (\Jn€N Mn) C (JneN T(Mn)

and hence (jn€N Mn G D. We have verified that (Y, D) is a set logic. It is routine

to check that (Y, D) is an enlargement of (Y, £).

To establish the statement of Theorem 4, put now B — exp Y and define A to be

the set of all subsets M of F fulfilling the following property: There are at most

countably many u G U for which the set {x G X: (u,x) G M} is neither 0 nor A.

Then A C D and A is clearly a rr-algebra.

Let s G S(A). As A contains the cr-algebra {PxX: P C U}, there is a countable

set Pq c U such that s(Y - P0 x A) = 0. Since all subsets of Pc, x A belong to A,

we infer that there is a countable set Q0 c Pq x A such that s(Y — Q0) = 0. The

state s can be uniquely expressed as a countable convex combination of states on A

such that each of them is concentrated in a point of Qq. These states have unique

extensions to concentrated states on (Y, B ) and thus s extends uniquely to the same

countable convex combination of the extended states. The proof is complete.

THEOREM 5. Every concrete logic (X,C) with countable domain X has such a

representation that admits an enlargement (Y, D) with a lattice state space S(D).

PROOF. It suffices to prove that the state space of the concrete logic (Y,D)

obtained in Theorem 4 is a lattice. Each state s G S(D) extends uniquely to a state

h(s) G S(B). The mapping h is one-to-one and it remains to show that h preserves

the ordering of states. If s, t G S(D) with s < t, then t — s is a state on D which

extends to h(t — s) G S(B). The state h(t — s) + h(s) is an extension of t, hence

h(t) — h(s) = h(t - s) and h(s) < h(t). The reverse implication is obvious. So s < t
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if and only if h(s) < h(t). According to Theorem 1, S(B) is a lattice and therefore

so also is S(D). This completes the proof.

3. Appendix: The lattice structure of the set of observables on a

logic. In [10] one introduces the order structure into the set of observables and

asks a question formally closed to our interest in this note: Supposing the set of

all observables on L is a lattice, does L have to be Boolean? The author answers

the question in the positive. However, there is something overlooked in the proof

(see p. 349 of [10]—from w + Lab < La,Lb, it cannot be generally obtained that

w + Lab < Lab). We conclude this note by showing that the above statement is

false: There is a (finite concrete lattice) non-Boolean logic whose set of observables

is a lattice.

Let us first recall basic notions [3, 10]. Let B(R) stand for the cr-algebra of Borel

subsets of R. By an observable on a logic L we mean a cr-homomorphism h : B (R) —>

L such that h(E) — 1 for a bounded set E G B(R). Each observable h defines a

bounded linear functional u> on S(L) — S(L) by putting u>(s) = ff^ Xdms(h)(X).

The set Yç, of all such functionals is naturally ordered as a subset of the dual of

the linear span of S(L). Obviously, if L is Boolean then Yç, is a lattice. The "vice

versa" statement is not true as the following simple example shows.

EXAMPLE. Let L be a concrete logic (X,C), where A = {1,2,3,4} and C

contains 0, {1,2}, {1,3}, and their complements. Then the set Yç, of all observables

on L is a lattice.

PROOF. It is easy to see that for each observable h: B(R) —* C there is a

measurable function fh~- X —> R such that h(E) = fh~1(E) for each E G B(R). Let

h,k be observables and let A, A be the functions which represent them. Without

any loss of generality we may assume that A(l) — A(2) < A(3) = A(4). If

fk(l) = A(2) (and hence also A(3) = A(4)) then both h and k are observables on

a Boolean subalgebra {0, {1,2}, {3,4}, A} and so hVfc exists. If fk(l) ^ A(2) then

from the measurability follows that /fc(l) = /fc(3), fk(2) = A(4). Changing the

role of / and g if necessary and renumbering the elements of A in an appropriate

way we may ensure that A (3) < A (4) and A (4) < A (4)- Then the (measurable)

function /: A -> R defined by putting /(2) = /(4) = fk(4), f(l) = /(3) =
max(A(3), A(3)) is the least upper bound for A, A and therefore / represents an

observable which becomes the least upper bound for h, k. The greatest lower bound

can be constructed analogously. This implies that Yç, is a lattice.
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